
More  Notes  From  Post
Summerslam Raw
Especially   that  last  segment.  1.  Are  people  really  as
confused as they seem about who is going to help Bryan?  It’s
really not that complicated.

2. Does anyone feel stupid for buying the rumor about Shield
being downgraded in favor of Wyatt Family which was blamed on
HHH?  Last night Shield became the personal security force for
the super heel stable and fought three former world champions
while Bray Wyatt squashed a jobber to the stars in two and a
half minutes.  It’s like WWE…..LIED!  That’s not fair!
3. It’s been a long time since we’ve had a heel super stable
in WWE.  Has there been one since Evolution? La Familia was on
Smackdown so it means nothing.

4. It’s amazing how time can heal all wounds in WWE. Randy
Orton came as close to raping Stephanie as you can while her
husband was tied up and punted Vince in the head, but now it’s
ok for the sake of business.  I love wrestling logic.

5. When is the last time heels held all titles in WWE?  It’s
been a very long while.

6. You know what I like about the new stable?  They act like
heels.  Seriously it’s that simple: they tell us what’s better
for us, says the wishes of other people don’t matter, they say
they’re going to do what they want no matter what because they
own the place and they throw their authority around with no
fear  of  reprecussions  at  all.   They’re  EVIL,  not  making
logical points with well thought out arguments that could sway
the fans to their side.  It’s the will of the people vs. the
people that tell us they know what’s best for us.  That’s good
vs. evil and the best stories come from basic ideas such as
that.
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